
History Of  Design 
◆ Essay ◆ 

What ideals, principles, motto and design qualities might you use to describe and define the 
next emergent design trend valid over the next 5 years, current to your practices? What name 
would you give to the design movement? 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Virtual Reality 

 Imagine artists signing up for a membership at their local gyms and training their arm 

muscles, all so that we have the strength to draw masterpieces in virtual reality instead of  just 

using a digital pen. 

 Over the past few years, technology has been one of  the most invested and researched 

areas for development in the 21st country. Seeing the progress and advancement it has made 

over the past few years, gadgets we had never dreamt would exist have now become a norm. 

Narrowing down from the aspect of  technology, I believe that one of  the most prosperous 

aspects of  design art in an overview perspective seems to be moving towards virtual and 

augmented reality. Virtual and augmented reality shifts the whole aspect of  user interface and 

user experiences to another level. Instead of  pushing keyboard buttons and drawing on a 

touchscreen, digital information is accessed on a level so intricate that it mixes into the reality we 

are familiar with. In a way, this takes us away from interacting directly with a device like our 

phones, and gives us the freedom of  doing various tasks through integrating actions into our 

daily lives. 

 Foreshadowing that this new trend would embrace human-centered design as a 

philosophy for everyone but especially critical for designers. (Girling 2017) But working in such 

a modern, unexplored region requires a very mental shift. This meant that there seems to be little 

or even none barrier or learning curves in the future, in terms of  designing as the interface, will 

be optimisation based on each individual’s self-learning pace. In the case, the motto feasibly 

linked with customisable design, “Tailored for each”. One example that we could see it from was 

The Feelies, designers based in London are creating “multi-sensory virtual reality” with the goal 

of  experiential empathy.  
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 Not forgetting the foundation of  VR, a sense of  presence as cilents or anyone can step 

into “real life” to visually see the proposed design in 3D, it is helpful especially in the conceptual 

stage. (Rubin, 2019) Google recently launched the “Tilt Brush” for virtual reality sketching (Han 

2018)Thou the idea is straightforward: by utilising the HTC Vive headset and 

its  motion  controls,  anyone can paint straightforwardly into the  discussion  in  arrange  to 

make  shocking 3 dimensional pictures. This can be fair such a dreamlike feeling and makes a 

difference speeding up your workflow apart as you'll be able to begin to see ranges you need to 

refine faster, or can scale something to life measure so your character is staring at you. (Teeple 

2017) 

 I believe one of  the principle of  the new design trend might include would be 

incorporating and interconnecting making use of  all 5 human senses. From elevating to 

stimulating, one might be able to smell the delicious burger from the collaterals, or even taste the 

contents in the poster. (Girling, Rob) What the potential for VR implies for the originators is to 

be able completely to immerse and manipulated whereas being in any space to form  this  art. 

Fully maximise the experience by stepping into the content of  the poster. With the above points, 

virtual reality as the main focus, perhaps it would be named “The Expansion Visualisation Art” 

or “Experience Art”. 
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